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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

British Columbia Utilities Commission
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6Z 2N3

Telephone 604688-0401
Fax 604688-2827
Website www.owenbird.com

Direct Line: 604691-7557

Direct Fax: 604 632-4482

E-mail: cweafer@owenbird.com

Our File: 2384110095

Attention: Ms. Erica Hamilton, Commission Secretary

Dear SirslMesdames:

Re: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority ("BC Hydro") Application for
Approval of Charges Related to Meter Choices Program

We are counsel for the Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (CEC).
Attached please find the CEC's first set of Information Requests pertaining to the above-noted
matter.

A copy of this letter and attached Information Request has also been forwarded to BCHydro and
registered interveners bye-mail.

Should you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the
writer.

Yours truly,

OWEN BIRD LAW CORPORATION

Christopher P. Weafer
CPW/jlb
cc: CEC
cc: BC Hydro
cc: Registered Interveners
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1. Exhibit B-1,  page 1-1 

 

 
 

1.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro has attempted to install smart meters at every possible location, 

and that this was undertaken before October 25th, 2013. 

1.1.1. If not confirmed, please identify how many locations were not attempted before October 

25th, and why. 

1.1.2. If not confirmed, will BC Hydro have made an attempt at every location before December 

1, 2013? 

1.1.2.1. If not, please explain why not.  

1.2. Please confirm that of the 15,000 smart meter installations that have not been completed ‘for 

various reasons’ none are related to customer concerns with smart meters. 

1.2.1. If not confirmed, please provide the number of smart meters that have been included in 

this group that are, or could reasonably be anticipated, to stem from customer discomfort 

with smart meters. 

1.2.2. Would BC Hydro agree that the 15,000 customers could include customers who will refuse 

smart meters and adopt the meter choice program? 

1.2.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 

1.2.2.2. If so, would BC Hydro agree that the numbers of refusals could be proportionate 

to the number of refusals that occurred in the general customer base? 

1.2.2.3. Please explain why or why not.  

1.3. Please provide a high level discussion of the ‘various reasons’ for which 15,000 installations have 

not been completed and provide approximate quantification of how many uncompleted 

installations can be attributed to each reason.  

1.4.  Does BC Hydro expect to install smart meters in all 15,000 meter locations that have not yet 

been installed?  

1.4.1. If yes, please explain when the remaining 15,000 meter installations are expected to be 

complete.    

1.4.2. If no, please explain with quantification how many of the 15,000 smart meter installations 

have been deferred and how many will not likely be undertaken at all. 

1.4.3. How many of the 15,000 meter installations that have not been completed at the time of 

Application remained uncompleted as October 25th, 2013? 

1.5. What is BC Hydro’s current best estimate of the number of customers who will be eligible for 

and choose or deemed to have chosen to participate in the Meter Choices program? 

11 Despite Be Hydro's efforts. approximately 60.000 customers are continuing to

18 request the meter exchange at their premises be put on hold. In addition. there are

19 about 15.000 smart meter installations that have not been completed for various

20 reasons.
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1.5.1. Please breakdown by ‘radio off’ and ‘legacy meter’. 

 

 

2. Exhibit B-1. Appendix B  Direction No. 4 to the British Columbia Utilities Commission page 3 of 7 and 

page 5 of 7 

 

 

 

 
2.1. Please confirm that under no circumstances can an existing customer who already has a smart 

meter installed at their residential premises elect to have the radio turned off, or to have a 

Legacy Meter installed.  

2.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain the circumstances in which a person who already accepted 

a smart meter could arrange to have the radio turned off or have a Legacy Meter installed.  

2.2. Please confirm that a customer who is new to BC Hydro cannot arrange to have a radio off 

meter or a Legacy meter installed. 

2.3. Please confirm that based Directive No. 4  4.2.2 section (d), ‘…in which case the Customer shall be 

deemed to have elected effective December 1, 2013, to retain the existing Legacy Meter at the 

Customer’s Premises and the Customer shall thereafter pay the charges for having a Legacy 

Meter installed…’a qualifying customer with a Legacy meter in place as of December 1, 2013 

(<) ... eo.-. ........ podod ...-.~ I, 2O'IJ .......
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would retain their Legacy Meter unless they explicitly communicate with BC Hydro that they 

wish to receive a smart meter or a smart meter with the radio off? 

2.3.1. If not, please explain why not.  

 

3. Exhibit B-1, Appendix B page 6 of 7 

 
3.1. When, relative to the seal expiration date, will customers be notified that the seal on their 

meter either has expired, or will expire? 

3.2. Please provide an example of the customer notification that will be sent out prior to the meter 

being removed. 

 

 

4. Exhibit B-1, page 1-2 

 
4.1. Please provide the rationale for applying for approval to apply the charges after installation is 

complete for all customers instead of as they are installed on a customer by customer basis? 

4.2. Please provide BC Hydro’s interpretation of ‘substantially complete’ quantitatively. 

4.3. Would BC Hydro seek to defer the charge if installation was not ‘substantially complete’ by April 

1, 2014?  Please explain why or why not. 

4.4. Would BC Hydro seek to apply the charge earlier if installation was ‘substantially complete’ well 

before April 1, 2014?  

4.4.1. Please explain why or why not.  

11 For those eligible customers who choose a radio-off meter. BC Hydro will install a

12 radio-off meter at the customer's premises and additional charges will apply as

13 approved by the BCUC. The additional charges are designed to recover the forecast

14 costs of providing services to customers in relation to their choice to have radio-off

15 meters installed at their premises. BC Hydro expects to substantially complete

16 installation of radio-off meters for all such customers by April 2014. Accordingly.

11 BC Hydro is applying for approval to apply these new charges effective

18 April 1. 2014.
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5. Exhibit B-1, page 1-3 

 
5.1.  Please confirm that a customer who currently has a Legacy Meter in place has 4 main options 

with three possible outcomes with  respect to establishing their choice including: 

a)  Notifying BC Hydro prior to December 1, 2013  that they wish to receive a Radio Off meter,  

in which case they will receive a Radio Off meter according to BC Hydro’s schedule and a  

$100 charge in April 2014,  and a $20 monthly bill charge which will continue thereafter. 

b) Doing nothing, in which case BC Hydro will not replace their Legacy Meter until necessary, 

and they will receive an additional $35 monthly fee commencing December 1, 2013. 

c) Notifying  BC Hydro that they wish to keep a Legacy Meter, in which case BC Hydro will not 

replace their Legacy Meter until necessary, and they will receive an additional $35 monthly 

fee commencing December 1, 2013. 

d) Notifying BC Hydro that they wish to accept a Radio On Smart Meter before December 1, 

2013, in which case they will receive a Radio On Smart Meter at no additional charge. 

5.2. Please provide the total cost of removing a legacy meter and replacing the meter with a radio 

off meter and include a breakdown of the labour and non-labour charges. 

 

 

6. Exhibit B-1, page 1-3 

 
6.1. Please confirm that ‘install a legacy meter’ would only apply in the event of replacement of an 

existing  legacy meter with a meter from inventory, in that BC Hydro is not permitted to install a 

Legacy Meter where a smart meter has already been installed, pursuant to Direction No. 4. 

3 The proposed charges for eligible customers who choose to retain a legacy meter or

4 to have a radio-off meter installed at their premises. are as follows.

ROldio-Qff Meter

9 Also pursuant to Direction NO.4. BC Hydro is seeking BCUC approval of a new

10 failed installation charge to recover the costs related to attendance at a customer's

11 premises to install a legacy meter. radio-off meter or smart meter, as applicable. and

12 installation is not carried out because of an objection made by a customer or an

13 obstruction.
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6.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain all the circumstances under which BC Hydro might be 

installing a Legacy Meter. 

 

 

7. Exhibit B-1,  page 1-5 

 

 
7.1. Please provide a copy of the Smart Metering and Infrastructure (SMI) Program Business Case. 

7.2. Please confirm that the Smart Metering Program and Smart Grid together will include financial 

benefits related to:  

 Meter Reading Automation, 

  Meter sampling,  

 Remote Re-connect automation,  

 Distribution Asset Optimization,  

 Outage Management Efficiencies,  

 Continuous Optimization and Load Research,  

 Voltage Optimization (Commercial customer sites and Distribution system)  

 Theft detection,  

 Voluntary time of use rates, and  

 Conservation tools. 

7.3. Please identify any additional financial benefits that BC Hydro expects to achieve as a result of 

smart meter deployment. 

7.4. Please quantify the anticipated financial benefits that are expected to accrue from each of the 

areas listed above, and any that BC Hydro has added. 

7.5. Please identify any  unquantified financial benefits that BC Hydro attributes to the SMI 

program. 

7.6. Please explain if the anticipated financial benefits were assessed on the basis of full 

deployment of smart meters.  

7.6.1. If they were not, please provide the estimated deployment that BC Hydro used to develop 

its financial benefits predictions.  

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 The Smart Grid Component of the SMI Program includes installation of theft

4 detection and grid modernization infrastructure upgrades. New distribution system

5 meters and advanced software systems, together with the smart meters, will enable

6 Be Hydro to perform electricity balance analyses for the electric distribution system

7 to better localize sources of electricity diversion. These improvements will also

8 facilitate the efficient operation of the electric system, and enable integration, on a

9 large scale, of distributed generation into the distribution system and the provision of

10 electricity service that allows for the large-scale use of electric cars.
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7.7. Please explain if, and how, the financial benefits of each of these components will be impacted 

by a lower than full deployment of smart meters, and the continued use of legacy meters. 

7.7.1. If there are no financial impacts identified from a lower than full deployment of smart 

meters, is it BC Hydro’s position that they are, or will be able to completely achieve the 

benefits of the smart meters by undertaking other measures to compensate? 

7.7.1.1. If no, please identify which benefits will be lost a result of a lower than full 

deployment of smart meters, and the continued use of legacy meters. 

7.7.2. If the financial benefits will be impacted, please provide a sensitivity analysis of all the 

financial benefits that will be lost based on the proportion of the 75,000 legacy meters 

that continue to remain in place and may, or may not be changed out depending upon 

customer choice.   

7.8. Please identify which, if any, financial benefits will be not be achieved by the deployment of 

radio-off meters instead of the radio on smart meters. 

7.8.1. If the financial benefits will be impacted, please provide a quantification of the expected 

loss. 

7.8.1.1. Please provide a sensitivity analysis of the financial benefits that will be lost 

based on the proportion of the 75,000 Legacy Meters that continue to remain in 

place.  

7.9. Please identify the full suite of non-financial benefits that are attributable to the SMI program. 

7.10. Please identify those non-financial benefits that will be compromised by a less than full 

deployment of smart meters and explain why they might be compromised. 

 

 

8. Exhibit B-1, page 1-4 and Exhibit A, page 3 of 6 

 

19 The Smart Metering System component of the SMI Program includes installation of

20 a new revenue meter for "eligible premises·, as that term is defined in the SMSG

21 Regulation, as well as related telecommunications infrastructure and computer

22 hardware and software systems to download and process the electricity

23 consumption data measured by the meters. These new meters must be capable of

24 doing all of the things listed in section 2 of the SMSG Regulation. For example. the

25 new meters must be capable of transmitting and receiving information in digital form.

26 Accordingly, Be Hydro has been installing and putting into operation at eligible
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8.1. Please confirm that legacy meters cannot do any of the functions listed in Section 2 of the 

SMSG Regulation, except measure electricity supplied to an eligible premise.  

8.1.1. If not confirmed, please list and provide an explanation as to which aspects of the SMSG 

regulations the legacy meters meet.  

8.2. Please confirm that Radio Off smart meters meet the requirements of the SMSG regulation. 

8.2.1. If not confirmed, please list and provide an explanation as to which aspects of the SMSG 

regulation the Radio Off smart meters do not meet. 

 

9. Exhibit B-1, page 1-5 

 
 

(a) musYfin~ elrctrieity supplied to an eli\lible premises;

(b) lTansmitti",. and receivin~ informa60n in di\litallorm;

(c) allowin~ the authority remotely to d>sconne<:t ar>d

reconnect the supply of el<'Ctricity to an eli~ible premises,
unl..,s

(i) tl1e point of meterin~ for the eli~ible premises

(A) is ~reater than :40 .olts,

(6) is ~reat...- than :00 amperes, or

(C) .. th",e phase, or

(ii) the eli\lible prem"es

(A) has a bottom-connected meter,

(6) has an output or input pulse meter, or

(C) has a meter th.at measures ma.imum

electricity demand in watts;

(d) ",cordin~ measurements 01 electricity, and recordin~ the
date and time 01 the recordin~, at least aolr<'<l""ntly as in
60-minute intern Is;

(e) bein~ confiQured by the authority at a location either
remote from or do"" to the meter;

(f) mea,uri"", and r<'COrdir>g measurements 01 electricity
~enerated at the p",mis.., and supplied to the electric

distribution system;

radio--off metef is installed, to the eldent that BC HydfO requests BCUC

approval of rates that recover any of those costs ffom these customers
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9.1. Please provide BC Hydro’s definition of ‘program costs’. 

9.2. Please provide BC Hydro’s definition of ‘investigation costs’ 

9.3. Please provide BC Hydro’s definition of ‘infrastructure costs’ 

9.4. Would BC Hydro agree that while the ‘program costs, investigation costs and infrastructure cost 

are defined as being recoverable in the Direction, neither BC Hydro nor the Commission is 

limited to recovering these types of costs and that other types of costs might be included for 

recovery. 

9.4.1. Please explain why or why not. 

9.5. Please identify any other costs directly related to the meter choice program of which BC Hydro 

is aware and will not recover. 

9.6. Would BC Hydro agree that neither BC Hydro nor the Commission is limited to recovering costs, 

and that it would not be unacceptable for additional charges to be approved that exceed the 

total costs for the meter choices program. 

9.7. Would BC Hydro consider any limitations to efficiencies and/or expected financial benefits as a 

result of an incomplete deployment of radio-on smart meters to be included in the ‘program 

cost, investigation or infrastructure ’ costs to be recovered from those customers with legacy 

meters and/or radio off meters. 

9.7.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro is, in this application, requesting BCUC approval of rates that 

will recover all of the costs or loss of benefits that BC Hydro anticipates will arise from a 

less than 100% deployment of radio-on smart meters.  

9.7.1.1. If BC Hydro is not seeking to recover all costs or loss of benefits it anticipates, 

please explain why not and if it would expect to do so in the future.  

9.7.2. Please confirm that BC Hydro will seek to recover all the costs in the event that there are 

additional unforeseen costs or loss of benefits as a result of the less than 100% 

deployment.  

9.7.2.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

9.8. Does BC Hydro consider the regulatory costs related to the provision of the Choice program to 

be an applicable cost for recovery from those customers who choose a legacy meter or radio 

off meter? 

9.8.1. If not, please explain why not. 

9.9. Please identify all the types of regulatory activities that BC Hydro expects to undertake as a 

result of providing the customer Choice program.     

 

10. Exhibit B-1, page 1-7, (with footnote)  and Appendix B page 3 of 7 

 

 

17 To comply with the Direction. the BCUC is required to issue an order pursuant to

18 section 3(3) by October 25. 2013. '
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10.1. Please confirm that BCUC Order G-166-13 Electric Tariff Terms and Conditions issued 

October 9, 2013 fulfills all the requirements of the Direction required to be undertaken by 

October 25th, 2013 pursuant to sections 3(3) and the requirement to establish a regulatory 

account pursuant to section 3(2). 

10.1.1.  If not, please specify any requirements that were not fulfilled. 

 

 

11. Exhibit B-1, page 1-8 

 
11.1. Has BC Hydro already, or does BC Hydro expect to apply the Failed Installation charge to 

customers prior to the requested November 29, 2013 BCUC decision date. 

11.2. Please confirm or otherwise explain that if the failed installation charge already applied 

to customers, and was subsequently adjusted upward on a final basis effective October 25, 

2013, that BC Hydro would seek to recover the difference from those customers to whom it 

applies. 

11.2.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

11.2.2. If not confirmed, would BC Hydro recover its costs from failed installations to the extent 

that they exceeded the failed installation charges, from all customers? 

11.2.2.1. If yes, would these costs be incorporated into the SMI Regulatory account? 

11.2.2.2. If not, how would BC Hydro recover these costs? 

 

 

12. Exhibit B-1, page 1-8 

 

Approves in accordance with section 3(2) of Direction No.4, Be Hydro adding

10 ils existing SMI Regulatory Accountlhe program cosls, investigation cosls

and infraslructure cosls thai are nol recovered from eligible cuslomers al

premises where a legacy meier or radio off meier is inslalled, and cosls relaled

10 10 smart meiers, which are incurred during the perlod January 1, 2013 to

11 March 31, 2014
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12.1. Please confirm that the regulatory costs associated with this proceeding will be 

recovered from all customers.   

12.1.1. If not confirmed, please identify the customer groups from whom the regulatory costs 

will be recovered.  

 

 

 

 

13. Exhibit B-1, page 2-3 

 
13.1. How many customers undertook to relocate the smart meter at their cost, either to 

another location on their property or to nearby BC Hydro infrastructure? 

13.2. Does BC Hydro expect these customers to attempt to recover their costs from BC Hydro 

as a result of the change in policy?  

13.2.1. If so, please provide BC Hydro’s estimation of the total costs that customers might 

attempt to recover from BC Hydro.  

 

14. Exhibit B-1, page 2-5 

 
14.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro expects to have a relatively firm estimation of the number 

of customers who will choose legacy meters and the number who will choose radio off by 

December 1, 2013.  

14.1.1. If not, please explain when BC Hydro expects to have a relatively firm estimation of the 

customers participating in each aspect of the meter choices program.  

~" Communications Activity

W~. EnIOOIoot period beQins
8el>tembe< 2 8dIJ'dffi.COOl commmicalions o.pd.ales

W~. Mele< CIlcices Iette< :on<! faetsheel to eliQibIe ,esidooli:ll customers
8el>tembef 9

W~. Lelle< ttl rorrrnert:i3I customers
8el>tembef 16

8el>tembef 910 Receive customer enroImerlloorrs and sood ronntmalion to custome<s.-, Sood meter repbcement I'diflc:Ilion to customen ["'lOOS1 to keep old meier but
Il:Ive e)(jlired se:r..

W~. Reminder !etten sen! to eIilJibIe cusllJmen
0Cbbef 15 :ond

-"-, Enrolnoot period ends

lswer

,~
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14.2. How many letters were sent to commercial customers? 

14.3. What proportion of those customers who have refused smart meter service to date 

have been commercial customers? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.  Exhibit B-1 page 2-6 

 
15.1. What was the total cost of the pre-paid return envelopes? 

15.2. Will BC Hydro also send pre-paid return enveloped for the Reminder Letter? 

 

16. Exhibit B-1, page 2-7 

 
16.1. Please confirm or otherwise explain that even if a customer moves to a premise that 

had a legacy meter in place, they will not be permitted to keep the legacy meter in the new 

premises. 

 

 

 

 

17. Exhibit B-1, page 2-7 and Appendix B page 7 of 7 

  

.. A •__.....__II_Ioo..,_
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" Eligible customers .....no choose or are deemed 10 choose the radio-otf meter option

radio-off meIer in
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17.1. Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that customers who choose or are deemed to have 

the radio-off meter either now, or in the future as a result of having had a legacy meter retired 

are essentially ‘grandfathered’. 

17.2. Please explain if the ‘grandfathering’ would only be attributed to the account holder or if 

it would be attributed to any person residing in premises with a radio-off meter. 

17.2.1.  If the ‘grandfathering’ is attributable only to the account holder, how does BC Hydro 

intend to address customers, or multiple customers,  who reside in a home with a radio-off 

meter and wish to retain a ‘radio-off’ meter in the event of a move, but are not the account 

holder – such as the circumstances that may apply in the case of renters where electricity is 

included in rent, or in situations such as divorce, separation, or death of the account 

holder? Please explain BC Hydro’s policies with respect to such circumstances.  

17.2.2. If the ‘grandfathering’ is attributable to those people residing in a premise with the radio-

off, and wish to retain that option, how will BC Hydro confirm the legitimacy of those 

requests. 

 

18. Exhibit B-1, page 2-7 

 

 
18.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro will continue to be installing smart meters throughout the 

period between December 2013 and April 1, 2014. 

18.2. Please confirm that BC Hydro expects to only be able to install 5,000 radio off meters 

over a period of about 4 months. 

18.2.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

18.3. Would  BC Hydro consider the rate of 1,250 meters/month to be an accurate 

approximation of the rate at which it expects to be installing radio-off meters? 

18.3.1. If not, please explain why not.  

18.4. Could BC Hydro expect to install significantly more meters over the same period if there 

were considerably more radio off customers than anticipated? 

18.4.1. Please explain why or why not. 

18.4.2. If yes, please provide the maximum number of radio off meters that BC Hydro could 

reasonably install between December 2, 2013 and April 1, 2014. 

18.5. Over how many months did BC Hydro install the 1.8 million smart meters that are 

distributed throughout its service territory? 
23 For eligible customers who choose the radio-off meter option, BC Hydro will ooed to

24 deploy mdio-off meters as described in section 3.4.1.1 of this application.

2S Deployment of radio-off meters is pro;eued to take several months as a

April 2014. Accordingly, BC Hydro proposes that the charges for having a radio-off

meter installed at the premises become effective April 1, 2014.
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18.6. Would BC Hydro agree that installing the radio-off meters under the meter choice 

program  will be much more time consuming at a high level on a per meter installation than the 

original installation of smart meters has been? 

18.6.1. If not, please  explain why not.  

 

19. Exhibit B-1, page 3-1 

 
19.1. Will customers who retain a legacy meter have the option of reading the meter 

themselves and reporting the reading to BC Hydro at a regular interval? 

19.1.1. Please provide the rationale for why or why not.  

 

 

20. Exhibit B-1, page 3-2 

 
20.1. Will BC Hydro provide updates to the Commission as to whether the standard charges 

are fully recovering program costs? 

20.1.1. If so, please explain the process by which the Commission and interveners will be able 

to determine if the standard charges are recovering costs and when such processes might 

occur. 

20.1.2. Please confirm that if the standard charges are not recovering costs, that BC Hydro 

would seek to increase the standard charges to the point that they are fully recovering 

program costs.  

20.1.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 

20.1.2.2.  If not, please explain if BC Hydro has established any which would trigger a 

request for an increase in standard charges.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 BC Hydro considers the proposed charges appropriate for the anticipated initial level

10 of participation in the Meter Choices Program. as discussed in the next section. The

11 charges have been developed so that the costs incurred to offer these options are

12 expected to be recovered from those customers who choose to participate in the

13 program. and not from other BC Hydro ratepayers.

14 Revenues from the new standard charges will be recorded as "Miscellaneous

15 Revenue: BC Hydro will monitor both revenues and costs for the program to

16 evaluate whether the standard charges are recovering the program costs.
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21. Exhibit B-1, page 3-4 

 
 

21.1. On what basis did BC Hydro predict that there will be between 5,000 and 20,000 

program participants? 

21.1.1. If BC Hydro selected the estimated opt-out rate based on program participation for 

other utilities, is BC Hydro aware if these utilities had significant numbers of customers 

refusing  smart meter installation prior to choosing opt out service?   

21.1.1.1. If so, please provide any conversion rates BC Hydro is aware of for other utilities 

in which customers originally refused smart meters and then accepted smart meters 

once the program was established.  

21.1.2. Did BC Hydro conduct any high level sensitivity analysis for 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 or 

60,000 customers opting out? 

21.1.2.1. If so, please provide the result of such senstivity analysis.   

21.2. On what basis did BC Hydro determine that 50% of Meter Choices Program Participants 

will choose a radio-off meter and 50% will choose a legacy meter? 

21.2.1. Please provide any reference information that BC Hydro relied upon in making this 

determination.  

21.2.2. Would BC Hydro agree that a high initial charge could discourage participation in the 

legacy meter program relative to the radio off program? 

21.2.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 

 

22. Exhibit B-1, page 3-3 and page 3-4, Table 3-2 

 

,tel.

(5,000)
"
"

Be Hydro believes the number of its customers who choose either a radio..{)ff or

legacy meter 'Nililikely fall 'Nithin the mnge of 5,000 to 20,000 (Le_, 0_3 per cent to

." --. ---. -, _.~----, --.. -.------ .... -.--- -,,---...- ---.-..,--.-". '0,000
or customers (1.800 out 01 atJout 1.2 million customers)_ In May 2011. central Maine

Power began ollering a smart meIer opt-ool program. and by rail or 2012

participalion in the program was 1_3 per cent (8.000 out or 620.000 customers).

although ttley have since reported dedining participalion rates rrom this inrtiallevel
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22.1. Please provide BC Hydro’s views of  the relative importance of having a high initial 

charge or having high monthly charges and identify which factors it believes are more 

important to customers in choosing to participate in the Meter Choices Program. 

22.1.1. Would BC Hydro agree that high initial charges are ‘traded off’ in a customer’s mind vs. 

higher monthly charges.  If not, please explain why not.  

22.2. Would BC Hydro agree that a high initial charge is a barrier for a customer to commence 

participating in the meter choices program? 

22.2.1. Please explain why or why not. 

22.3. Would BC Hydro agree that customers might be more likely to enroll in the meter 

choices program and then drop out after a short period if there was a higher monthly fee and 

no initial fee than they would if there was a high initial fee and lower monthly fees?  Please 

explain why or why not. 

22.4. Would BC Hydro agree that the situation in which a customer enrolled in the choices 

program and then dropped out shortly thereafter would be exacerbated by the ‘Do Nothing’ 

option serving to enroll them? 

22.4.1. Please explain why or why not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hble 3-2 Opt_Out Programs fo.- Other Utilities

The I:I1e lor low oncome qwlilied custane<s os :on irIili:II cI>:I'lJI' of $10 :or<l a 100mI'll' d\a'lJl' of $5

AsofFal2012.

hV Erle<lIY lorecast

Utility I"itial Momhly Mass Deployment Panidpatio"
Charge Charge Status Number Percem

ill II) 1%1
PacifIC Gas & Eleen'

" " 0"""" "." "
San Diego Gas & Electric'

" "
996%

1,1100 "Complete

Central Maioo P""""",,,

'" " 0"""" 8,000 U

Po<1iand General Electric ' m " Complete ,
"

NY Ene<yy "
,

0"""" 7,500' "
Hydro Quebec " H 0"""" '" ",
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23. Exhibit B-1, page 3-5 

 
23.1. Does BC Hydro have any evidence that customers are equally predisposed to accepting a 

radio off meter as they are to retaining their analog meter? 

23.1.1. If so, please provide.  

23.2. Would BC Hydro agree that several customer issues raised with respect to the move to 

‘smart meters’ are not solely related to the wireless aspect but include concerns related to the 

type and frequency of information collected,  

23.3. Did BC Hydro conduct sensitivity analysis with respect to the proportion of radio-off 

meters and legacy meters?   

23.3.1. If not, why not? 

23.4. If so, please provide the results of any sensitivity analysis BC Hydro conducted with 

respect to the proportion of customers choosing radio-off or legacy meters.  

23.5. Would BC Hydro agree that, with respect to incurring initial fees, customers will be more 

incented to stay with the analog meters than they would be to adopt meters with the radio 

turned off? 

23.6. Would BC Hydro agree that many people find it easier to pay an additional $15 per 

month than it is to pay an initial fee of $100? 

23.6.1. If not, please provide evidence that customers are equally interested in accepting a 

$100 initial fee as they would be in accepting a $15 monthly premium. 

 

 

24. Exhibit B-1, page 3-6 

 

 

In determining the proposed charges for the Meter Choices Program, costs that are

common to both the radio-off and legacy meter options (e.g., Information

Technology) have been split based on the assumed ratio of customers choosing

11 For premises where the existing installed meter is a legacy meter, it is proposed that

12 neither customers choosing a smart meter nor customers choosing a radio--off meter

13 will be charged directly for the meter exchange (these costs will be trooted in the

1. same manner as other smart meter deployment costs). 11
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24.1. Would BC Hydro agree that it would have been considerably less expensive to deploy 

smart meters throughout the service territory at the same time, rather than to have a second 

deployment for a small number of customers? 

24.1.1. If not, please explain why not. 

24.2. Please provide a total high level estimated cost of the December 2013 to April 2014 

deployment of radio off smart meters as well as the cost per radio off meter installed compared 

to the cost per meter installed for the initial smart meter implementation.   

24.3. Would BC Hydro agree that the cost of this deployment is directly attributable to the 

customers who requested deferral of the smart meters, and the costs associated with providing 

the Choice program. 

24.3.1. If not, please explain why not. 

24.3.2. Would BC Hydro agree that the additional cost of installation for those customers who 

deferred the installation but ultimately receive a wireless smart meter could reasonably be 

attributed to the cost of providing regular SMI service;  whereas the cost of deferred 

installation for customers who do not select a wireless smart meter could reasonably be 

attributed to the costs of the Choice program? 

24.3.2.1. Please explain why or why not.  

24.4. Does BC Hydro agree that the legacy meters currently in place will require more 

frequent exchanges than smart meters? 

24.4.1. If not, please explain why not. 

24.5. What is the average service life of the Itron OpenWay Smart Meter? 

24.5.1. What is the average remaining service life of the legacy meters that remain installed and 

of those that will be in inventory? 

24.6. Does BC Hydro agree that replacing legacy meters with older legacy meters from 

inventory can reasonably be expected to result in a continuous shortening of the remaining 

service life of the legacy meters as they are replaced? 

24.6.1. If not, please explain why not.  

 

 

25. Exhibit B-1, page 3-5, Table 3-3 

 
 " ,-,., C"lllUol_ OperMif>g COSts

Numbe< 01 Meter Choices CUSlomI!fS,... ,.... " ... ~....
~Cos/$($l·-'- ,,,.;n ,,,.,,n l,238,Sn ,=~

Mew Rudong H;lrdIeld l.-.s "'" 81,251 ~.~ 116,lJT3--- ...... ....... ..... l,lDl,lDl

~"'''I..U1T~~ 1.D1!>,1l58 2,1.Q,188 3,22U,811 4,286.19.2

TOUII c.pul eo.u .,..'" 4.-,..16 ........ .......,
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25.1. Please confirm that the total capital cost per customer ranges from approximately 

$553.35 to $332.04 per customer to undertake the Meter Choices customer program. 

25.2. Please extend the table to include 2,500; 30,000; 40,000; 50,000; and 60,000 customers. 

25.3. When will BC Hydro determine how much capital equipment is required and incur the 

capital costs associated with number of meter choices customers determined as of December 

1, 2013.  

25.4. Please confirm or otherwise explain that there would be no increase or decrease to the 

Information Technology requirements or costs regardless of the number of Meter Choices 

customers. 

25.4.1. How often will Information Technology updates be required? 

25.4.2. Please explain with quantification why the costs of Meter Reading Handheld Units 

declines on a per customer basis from $10.45 to $5.80 depending on the number of 

customers. 

25.4.3. What is the service life of handheld meter reading units? 

25.4.4. Please confirm that the cost of incremental check meters increases at a rate of $200,000 

per 5,000 customers, or approximately $40 per customer after the first 5,000 customers. 

25.4.5. Is there a minimum number of incremental check meters that would be required for a 

smaller number of meter choices customers?  

25.4.5.1. If so, please explain with quantification as to the minimum expense for 

incremental check meters. 

25.4.6. What is the service life of Incremental Check Meters? 

25.4.7. Is the Incremental Telecom Infrastructure cost directly variable with the number of 

meter choices customers? 

25.4.7.1. Please explain if the Incremental telecom infrastructure is a combined fixed and 

variable cost, or is a fully variable cost.  

 

26. Exhibit B-1, page 3-6 to 3-7  

 

  

26.1. Please confirm or otherwise explain that the ‘weighted by region’ factor would expect to 

be similar in the meter choices program as it is across BC Hydro’s service territory. 

26.2. What is the relatively low volume of meter exchanges to which $55 applies as a cost to 

install radio-off meters? 

19 The cost of a meter exchange is estimated at $55, based on the average {weighted

contractor costs apply to relatively low volume meter exchanges, arK! should be a

good proxy for the cost to install mdio--off meters
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26.3. Does the meter exchange cost of $55 incorporate a cost for travel time based on a small 

number of meters dispersed over a wide geographic territory as opposed to a large number of 

meters dispersed over a wide geographic territory? 

 

27. Exhibit B-1, page 3-9 and page 3-16 

 

  

 
27.1. When, and over what period of time will BC Hydro incur the Radio Off information 

technology capital costs? 

27.2. Please explain what BC Hydro means by ‘enterprise applications’. 

27.3. How often does BC Hydro expect to require IT upgrades to the Radio Off information 

technology? 

27.4. Will BC Hydro be required to incur additional radio off technology capital costs 

whenever there are upgrades or changes related to the smart grid applications that affect radio 

off integration?  

27.5. Please explain why or why not and provide a high level estimate of the costs that BC 

Hydro might expect to incur to maintain the integration in the face of changing smart grid IT. 

Tab'" 3-.01 Radio_Olflnrormation TochoolO\lY C"IIttal
com

Numbe< of Meter Clloices C...tomers

'" ,.~ 10.000 15.000 ~.~

BtJsjooss An.:ll"",is 224.829 224.829 224.829 224.1129

~"-" 418.827 418.827 4f8.827 418.827

~"-" ~.= ~.= 40.320 40.320
.- --- .- --- .- --- .- ---

IT cosls are common 10 both the ra(JIO-{}!f an(J legacy meier opllonS. As a result.

costs are allocatecl to each option base(J on the ratio or customers assume(J to

choose a radio-{}!f meter to customers assumed to retain their legacy meter. Cost

recovery and Meter Choices Program charges are based on amortizatiofl of IT costs

22 year 2014. The seals on all existing legacy meters will have expired by the end or

Z3 calendar 2021. Due to the relatively low number 01 remaining legacy meters.
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27.6. How often might BC Hydro expect to have a change to the smart grid technology that 

affects the integration of radio off meters.  

27.7. Would BC Hydro agree that as legacy meters will be completely removed from service 

by 2021, the amortization period attributable to legacy meters could be considered as 7 rather 

than 10 years? 

27.7.1. If not, please explain why not.  

  

 

28. Exhibit B-1, page 3-9 and 3-10 

 

 

 
28.1. Please explain why the number of handhelds does not increase proportionally with the 

number of customers, such that there would be 18 units for 10,000 customers and 36 units 

required for 20,000 customers.  

28.2. How many handheld units would BC Hydro require for 2,500 meter choices customers, 

and for 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 customers?  Please extend the table accordingly.  

28.3. Would BC Hydro agree that damage to tablets and optical probes which are being used 

regularly in the field will occur from time to time.  

28.4. Please confirm that BC Hydro would likely maintain at least one spare handheld unit in 

the event that one or more is damaged or lost. 

28.4.1. If no, please explain why not. 

28.4.2. If yes, please confirm that extra handheld unit(s)have been accounted for in the capital 

costs or provide the extra costs necessary to maintain an appropriate level of backup units 

for number of meter choices customers, including consideration for geographic dispersion 

of the units.  

28.5. What is the anticipated useful life for handheld units including consideration of 

technology changes and upgrades? 

28.5.1. What was the amortization period BC Hydro employed for handheld units? 

28.6. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro will determine the number of 

handheld units required as of December 1, 2013 based on the number of customers who 

choose or who have deemed to have chosen to participate in the meter choices program. 
Table 3_5 Meter [Mta Download Handheld Unit

Capital Costs

Number of Meter Cl>oices CU5lomers

,.~ 10,000 15,000 ~.~

Nl.mbef of H.al>dhelds RllQUi'ed ,
" H ~

Cost Per H:nlheld 1$) '.~ '.~
,~

'.~
Total C05l1$) 51,236 81,256 M.~ 116.030
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28.7. Please provide BC Hydro’s current best estimate of the number of handheld units it will 

require as of December 1, 2013. 

28.8. Please confirm that the number of handheld units will account for geographic dispersion 

of meter choice customers.  

28.9. Please confirm that to the extent that the number of meter reading customers declines 

over time, that the handheld units will not be needed. 

28.10. Please explain how BC Hydro will handle the handheld units that would not be needed 

in the event of declining customer participation.  

 

29. Exhibit B-1, page3-10 

 

 
29.1. What are BC Hydro’s assumptions with respect to theft and grow ops as a percentage of 

customers retaining legacy meters? Please explain.  

29.1.1. Please provide the estimated number of grow ops and total theft with legacy meters 

totaling 2,500; 5,000; 10,000; 15,000; 20,000; 30,0000; 40,000; 50,000 and 60,000.  

29.2. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro expects the proposed mitigation 

approach to fully compensate for any reduction to theft benefits that might accrue from the 

having remaining legacy meters in place. 

29.2.1. If not confirmed, please explain in what ways the theft detection benefits might be 

compromised by having legacy meters in place and provide quantification based on 2,500, 

5000, 7,500 and 10,000, 15,000 and 20,000 legacy meters remaining. 

29.2.2. If BC Hydro does expect to fully mitigate the loss of theft detection benefits is there a 

threshold above which BC Hydro does not believe it could mitigate theft detection benefit 

losses? 

electricity balance analysis to estimate the areas wtlere then is occufTing. As a

'0 consequence, addrtiooal enorts are required to mrtig.ate the impact to theft detection

" benefrts. BC Hy(jro believes that the most cost enective mrtigafion approach is the

" deployment of additioml fiekl investig.atioflteams. As part or the lheft detection

" solution, these teams place temporary meters (check meters) near premises wtlere

,. then is suspected to moortOf electricity consumption. These check meters are

" $2,000 per unit, and II is anticipated that an additional 200 to 500 units will be

,. required (corresponding to 2,500 to 10,000 customers choosing the legacy meter

11 oo1ion. resoectivelvt Assumino 5.000 customers choose the leoacv meter ootion it

20 Check meters are assumed to have a five-year life, and amo.-tizatiofl has been

20 calculated accordingly. Since lhe deployment of check meters is necessitated by the
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29.3. Please confirm that theft detection becomes increasingly more difficult as the 

proportion of analogue meters increases. 

29.3.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

29.3.2. If confirmed, please explain why the number of check meters decreases on a per 

customer basis as the number of analogue units increases. 

29.4. Please provide the estimated number of units required to maintain all the theft 

detection benefits assuming a 75%/25% split legacy meter to radio off meters for 2,500; 5,000; 

10,000, 15,000; 20,000; 30,000; 40,0000; 50,000; and 60,000 customers participating in the 

Choices program.  

29.5. Please confirm that BC Hydro has incorporated an allotment for damage and 

replacement units. 

29.5.1. If not confirmed, please provide BC Hydro’s assessment of the number of replacement 

units that will be required over the life of the check meters. 

29.6. Please confirm that as the legacy meters are expected to remain in place beyond the  

five year service life, BC Hydro will need to replace check meters after 5 years. 

 

30. Exhibit B-1, page 3-11 

 
30.1. Is it BC Hydro’s understanding that the geographic dispersion of customers who have 

refused smart meter service to date are dispersed  in proportion to the percent of customers in 

BC Hydro service territory? 

30.1.1. If not, please provide BC Hydro’s estimates of how these customers are dispersed 

according to the average meter density.  

 

 

 

 

 

.. Table 3-6 RaflllO Ext"",le. Requifement.

One R""l/I! Exten<ler
Required Pe< X Metef5._-

Aver_ Mete< Density C•• .~ High POfcent 01
(melersJoQ kml BC Hy<lro 5.e<vice

TerrilOf)'
,%I

~~ Greatef 111:>1 2,000 " " " ~,- 900 102,000 ~ ~ "'
..,- OO ..~ " ~ " ~,

~ 21060 " • " "_.
Less lh:>12 , , ,

'"_W~ " " " '"Totol 100.0
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31.  Exhibit B-1, Pages 3-12 and 3-13 

 

 
 

31.1. Please confirm that ‘Radio Off’ refers to Program participants and includes legacy meter 

customers. 

31.2. Please extend the above table to include 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 

participants. 

31.3. Please confirm that BC Hydro will be able to determine the optimal location of range 

extenders as of December 1, 2013. 

31.3.1. If not confirmed, when will BC Hydro be able to determine the optimal locations? 

31.4. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro will determine the appropriate 

number of, and invest in range extenders based on the estimated number of meter choice 

customers as of December 1, 2013. 

31.5. Please confirm or otherwise explain  that BC Hydro will have the range extenders in 

their capital costs based on the initial investment. 

31.5.1. Please provide the historical frequency of customer moves within BC Hydro’s service 

territory. 

31.6. Will BC Hydro need to change locations to the extent that customers drop out of the 

choices program or move? 

31.6.1. If so, please confirm that BC Hydro has accounted for the costs of potential changes in 

the locations of range extenders based on changing commitments to the choices program 

and expected moves. 

Table 3_1 Telecom IIlrr3SUOCIure Capilal Costs

Numbe< 01 Radio_OIl Customer.

,~ 10,000 15.000 ~.~

Range Extoode'" Req.lire<l Per X Met"'"" Removed

~ ,~ "'" 1,303 1,138

~ ~ ~ '" 1,215

"". = '"' '"' ,~

lobi Cosl 01 Des9t. InsUIe<! Range Exterders 300 An<:ilI:Io"y Equi~t ($)

~ 1,538,208 3,069,360 4,596,9114 6,131,664

Me<lium 1,076,040 2.1'".552 3,l21,064 4,286.520

.." =~ 1,654,632 2,476,6!">6 3,302,208
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31.6.2. If not confirmed,  please provide BC Hydro’s estimate of the cost of any changes that 

may be necessary given a changing and moving base of customers.  

 

32. Exhibit B-1, page 3-13 

 
32.1. Please provide a detailed list of activities that are undertaken to process a new 

customer account, such as reviewing credit history and customer communications and provide 

BC Hydro’s estimate of the time allotted to each activity where available. 

32.1.1. Please provide an estimate of the portion of the $12.40 account charge that may be 

attributed to customer communications. 

32.2. Would BC Hydro agree that the processes for new customers are well entrenched in the 

BC Hydro system and familiar to employees who are responsible for processing new customers, 

and to customers who are requesting service? 

32.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 

32.3. How many new customer accounts does BC Hydro process per year? 

32.4. Please provide a detailed list of activities that BC Hydro predicts will need to be  

undertaken to modify a customer account to allow for radio off or legacy meters including 

determination of eligibility, and customer communications and payment history. 

32.5. Would BC Hydro agree that customer communication will be a key component of the 

new process to modify accounts to accommodate meter choice customers? 

32.5.1. If not, please explain why not with an estimate of the time BC Hydro has already spent 

communicating with individual customers related to opting out of service. 

32.6. Would BC Hydro agree that new processes will be required to determine eligibility for 

the meter choices program and that they will not be familiar either to staff or customers? 

32.6.1. If not, please explain why not.  

32.7. Would BC Hydro agree that those customers participating in the meter choice program 

may not be as accepting of the process and affiliated charges with the meter choice program as 

customers who are seeking new customer accounts? 

32.7.1. If not, please explain why not. 

32.8. Would BC Hydro agree that a premium for the customer communications aspect of the 

account charge would not be  unreasonable for communications related to the meter choices 
'0 The WQI1l e/fOO required to modify a customer account to re1\ect either a radio-{)/f or

" legacy meter is expected to tJe similar to that IOf a new customer account, and may

'2 indude customer communicahons, reviewing the customer account and the

" detennination 01 eligitJ~iIy, and processing the account change through BC Hydro's

,. IT systems ACCOfdingly, the Account Charge or $12.40 set out in the Schedule or

" Standard Charges in BC Hydro's Electric TariIT is viewed as an appropriate proxy fOf

,. the detennination or these charges. Customer processing costs are estimated to

11 range from $62,000 to $248,000 as indicated in the rollowing tatJle.
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account processing because dealing with meter choice customers are likely to be more 

complicated than dealing with a new account? 

32.8.1. If not, please explain why not and provide a rationale as to why no premium would be 

necessary.  

32.9. Would BC Hydro agree that a premium for the other aspects of the processing costs 

might be appropriate given the newness of the process for staff and customers alike which may 

be expected to increase the costs relative to new account processing.  

 

33. Exhibit B-1, page 3-14 Table 3-8 

 
33.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro will need to communicate with and possibly undertake 

partial processing for customers who are either not eligible for the meter choices program or 

those customers who change their change their mind. 

33.2. Would BC Hydro agree that there is likely to be customer complaints related to the 

increase in analogue charges for those customers who ‘Do Nothing’ and receive a charge of $35 

per month commencing in December 2013 or other reason related to the meter choice 

program. 

33.2.1. If not, please explain why not. 

33.2.2. If so, please provide BC Hydro’s estimate of the number of customer complaints it 

expects to receive from meter choice customers including those who receive service and 

then revert to smart meters. 

33.3. What is the typical cost of resolving a customer complaint? 

33.4. What is the percentage labour and the percentage of non-labour that is embedded in  

the account processing cost? 

33.5. Please confirm that the labour portion is based on standard labour costs. 

33.6. If so, please provide the documentation for the standard labour cost with breakdown 

for the component costs. 

33.6.1. If not confirmed, please provide BC Hydro’s  labour cost and the breakdown of 

components that are included in the labour portion of the processing cost.  

33.7. Please identify any supervisory or managerial costs that would be required to manage 

the staff necessary for processing the Meter choices customers. 

33.8. Please confirm that account processing would require a change in total staff 

accommodate substantial changes in the number of meter choices customers. 
Table 3-11 Meter Cho;c.,. Acc"""t Proce..iog

Operati"ll Cost.

Number of Met... Choice. Cu.tom....

,.~ 10.000 ,,~ ~.~

R:ldOo-Oll 0\>00n Acw..rn~ Cost 12.40 12.40 12.40 12.40Pe< Cuotome< ($)

Tot" Cost 1$) ~.~ 124,000 186,000 2411,000
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33.9. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro will determine the staffing necessary 

based on those customers who have chosen or who have been deemed to have chosen Meter 

choices program as of December 1, 2013. 

33.10. Please explain how BC Hydro will adjust the staffing levels based on declining 

participation in the meter choice program. 

 

34. Exhibit B-1, page 3-14 

 

 
34.1. Will the firmware update be conducted in the field or in BC Hydro offices prior to 

deployment? 

34.1.1. If conducted in the field, please confirm that BC Hydro has allocated travel time, vehicle 

costs and travel costs to the cost for deactivating the radio and provide an estimate of 

these costs. 

34.1.1.1. If not confirmed, please calculate an estimate of the vehicle costs, travel costs 

and travel time that would accrue to this activity, including time spent refueling, and 

BC Hydro’s estimate of time spent driving between non-contiguous locations. 

34.2. Please provide documentation of the standard labour rate including the breakdown of 

cost components. 

34.2.1. To the extent that they are not included in the documentation, please provide BC 

Hydro’s breakdown of the component costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

,. The lirmware update required to deactivate the radio will be perlooned by a Meter

,. and Instrument Technician, and the Be Hydro standard labour rate lor this resource,

20 which includes benefits, is currently $64.59 per hour. The cost to OOWflload the

21 firmware and deactivate the field area networll radio is therelore $26.91 per unll (i.e.,

22 25 minutes. 60 minutes. $64.59 per hour).
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35. Exhibit B-1, page 3-15 

 
 

35.1. Would BC Hydro expect that the $48,000 would increase if the number of meter choices 

customers is in the order of 60,000? 

35.1.1. Please explain why or why not.  

35.2. What is the proportion of labour and non-labour that is included in the training and 

transition to operations. 

35.3. Please confirm that the labour component is based on standard labour costs. 

35.3.1. If confirmed, please provide the appropriate documentation of the standard labour cost 

with breakdown of the component costs that are included. 

35.3.2. To the extent that the component costs are not broken down, please provide BC Hydro’s 

estimate of the component costs. 

35.3.3. If not confirmed, please provide BC Hydro’s labour costs with a breakdown of the 

component costs. 

35.4. What is included in the non-labour portion of Training and Transition to Operations? 

35.5. Please confirm that the Training and Transition to Operations will likely require call 

centre agents  to handle a large volume of calls related to the meter choices program from 

those customers who change their minds and do not participate in the meter choices program. 

35.5.1.1. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro has accounted for these calls 

in its estimate of Total Costs. 

35.5.1.2. If not, please provide an estimate of the additional expense that will be required 

to handle calls related to the meter choice program that do not result in a long term 

meter choice customer. 

35.6. Please confirm that BC Hydro has already or will undertake to staff and prepare for 

Training and Transition based on the number of customers who have chosen or are deemed to 

have chosen to participate in the Meter choices program as of December 1, 2013. 

 

 

12 3-4.2.3 Training and Transition to Operafions

" It is estimated that costs lor training and transilioo to operatioos witt be in the Ofder

,. 01 $48,500. Related activities indude traifling lor call centre agents to handte

" customer inquiries and enrotment. as well as process design and development IOf

,. enrolment. move-inImove-out. and other sustainment processes

".. Tab..,l_10 Training and TransUioo to Opefations
com

Numbe< 01 Meter ClIoices c ...tomer.

,~ 10,000 15,000 ~.~

Tf~i"IiroJ:aod Tfansmm 10 9.70 .~ 3.23 2.42
O\le<~tims Per CustOO1l!f ($)

Total Cost 1$) ..... 48,400 ...- 'lI,480
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36. Exhibit B-1, page 3-16 

 
36.1. Please confirm that labour costs associated with IT and support maintenance are the 

standard labour costs. 

36.2. If not confirmed, please provide the standard labour costs for each position. 

36.3. Please provide the documentation of the standard labour costs detailing the breakdown 

of the component costs for each positions. 

36.4. To the extent that the documentation does not breakdown the component costs, please 

supply BC Hydro’s breakdown of the component costs of each labour position. 

36.5. Please quantify the supervisory labour and management staff that is required to 

manage the additional labour.  

 

37. Exhibit B-1, page 3-17 and 3-18 

3-4.2.4 IT suppan ;Jnd MJinrenJnce

Annual IT mainlenance arid support is estimated at to per cent 01 IT capttal

(induding handheld devices). and indudes costs related to hardware and sonware

maintenance. peliodic maintenance and troubleshooting. management. etc. IT

maintenance is estimated about $0.12 million per year
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37.1. Please confirm or otherwise explain that legacy meters should be eliminated completely 

from BC Hydro service territory by 2021. 

37.2. Please confirm that BC Hydro has communicated the expected termination date of 

available legacy meters to potential meter choice customers.  

37.3. Please confirm that the cost of maintaining legacy meter inventory including physical 

space, maintenance and management and insurance has been incorporated into the costs of 

the meter choice program. 

37.3.1. If so, please identify where the costs have been incorporated into the program. 

37.3.2. If not, please provide an estimated cost of the maintaining an inventory of legacy 

meters for 7 years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12 Based Of] a per unrt meter exchange cost 01 $55, the cost 01 meter eXchanges due to

" expired Measurement Cana(Ja seals is estimated as tollows

.. lab1e3_11 Ll!1locy Meter Exchanll" Cost.

Meter Exchange~

". Percent Cost Per ,.~ ,- ,.~ 10,000
~, Exchanll" Legacy Legacy Legacy Legacy

ExjIiry [$I ~.. Meter ~.. Meter
[%[ Custome<~ Custome<~ Custome<~ Custome<~

m" m ." 1,338 2,617 4,015 5,354

m" n ~ ", = ". '"m" 12.0 " ~, 00> 00' "mH u ~ " H " "m" 18.0 00 «. ~, " "m" v " " " " "= " "' " " " "=, " ~ " " " "lOla! Exchoolle5 100.0 2,322 •.= 5.492 6,119

To maintain rate stab~ity, it is proposed that cost recovery ror expired meter seal

eXchanges in each year be aligned to the average over the period to 202t (I.e., the

latest year 01 meter seal expiry).
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38. Exhibit B-1, page 3-19 

 
38.1. Please confirm that labour costs associated with field investigators, meter technicians, 

electrical contractors and analysts are the standard labour costs. 

38.2. If not confirmed, please provide the standard labour costs for each of these positions. 

38.3. Please provide the documentation of the standard labour costs detailing the breakdown 

of the component costs for each of these positions. 

38.4. To the extent that the documentation does not breakdown the component costs, please 

supply BC Hydro’s breakdown of the component costs of each labour position. 

38.5. Please quantify the supervisory labour and management staff that is required to 

manage the additional theft detection labour.  

38.6. How much of the above labour requirements reflect time required to integrate the 

investigation results with fire and safety professionals,  police and customer service   and other 

pre or post investigation activities? 

38.7. How much of the field investigator’s time is spent in the field vs. in BC Hydro offices? 

38.8. How much of the meter technician’s time is spent in the field vs. BC Hydro offices? 

38.9. What training costs are associated with field investigators, meter technicians, and 

analyst positions respectively.   

38.9.1.1. Please provide estimated annual training costs and indicate if these costs are 

included in the labour costs. 

38.10. Please extend the above table to include the customer numbers of 15,000; 20,000; 

30,000; 40,000; 50,000 and 60,000. 

Tab'" 3_12 A<ldiliooal Thefl D<>tection Resoorc...
ReQUired

level olleuocy Mete< PanicipllUon

,.~ ,.~ ,.~ 10.000

Nl.mbe<~ Fiekllnvesligators '00 '.00 '.00 '.00

Nl.mbe<~ Mele< Techricians '00 '.00 '.00 '.00

N.."be<~E~ Con1r:IdOOI '00 '.00 '.00 '.00

AnalystsR~ '00 '.00 '.00 '.00

Field Invesligator m 271,858 271,858 401.700 543.715

Mete< Tec!lnil:i:a1 (Pln ($) 128,569 128,569 128.569 128.569

EIecI1ic:ll Gmlraetors ($) 195,000 195,000 390.000 !">ll5.ooo

Analysts ($) 101,850 107,850 215.101 215.101

5w_TOI;>I(S) 103.271 103.217 1.142.0506 1.472.985

T[avel:and Expeoses ($) 23,000 23,000 31.500 38.750

CI"ecI< Mete< M:mt"""""" ($) OO.~ OO.~ 120.000 150.000

Total Annual Costs ($) 11lf;.271 816.217 1.293.5506 1.661.735

Total costs ror incrementat field investigation. assuming that 5.()()() customers

choose the legacy metet option, are estmated at about $816.()()() pet year, indusive

or travel and expenses.
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38.11. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro will determine the total number of 

field investigators, meter technicians and analysts that are required based on the number of 

customers who choose or who are deemed to have chosen legacy meters as of December 

1,2013. 

38.12. Would BC Hydro agree that there could be a large number of customers deemed to be 

legacy meters customers on December 1, 2013?  

38.12.1. If not, please explain why not.  

38.13. Please confirm or otherwise explain that there will be a lag in the reduction of the theft 

detection resources to the extent that customers who choose or who are deemed to have 

chosen legacy meters declines from December 1, 2013 over a period of time. 

38.14. Please explain how BC Hydro intends to deal with a declining requirement for theft 

reduction capabilities and for how long BC Hydro would maintain these resources following 

reduction of legacy meter customers.  

38.15. Please provide BC Hydro’s assumptions with respect the number of grow ops that are 

expected to occur under a situation in which there are 2,500; 5,000; 10,000; 15,000, 20,000; 

30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 legacy meters installed. 

38.16.  Please provide BC Hydro’s assumptions with respect to the proportion of grow ops that 

would occur under full deployment of smart meters. 

38.17. Would BC Hydro agree that grow ops are more likely to occur in a population requesting 

legacy meters than they would in the general population. 

38.17.1. Please explain why or why not. 

38.18. Please provide BC Hydro’s assumptions with respect to the proportion of grow ops that 

are expected in the main customer base. 

 

39. Exhibit B-1, page 3-19, page 3-20 and 3-22 

 

 

 

D~"';n n"~""" ,~~~, ~~t~~ .... , "'" ,~~... "', ~ ~~nt~~tM"~..." ~n ~m~~~n"~

agreement, about 100,000 mete!" reads were performed t>y 76.1 FMA FTEs." Tllis

Ievet 01 productivity serves as tile starting point in the anatysis. Since oownloa(Jing
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39.1. Please explain whether or not there may be additional meter reading visits undertaken 

based on customer requests or concerns, customer moves, meter reading errors or other 

unanticipated events. 

39.1.1. If so, please provide an estimate of the number of additional reads that may be required 

for meter choice customers. 

39.2. Please explain if the meter reading conducted under contract is based on a ‘per read’ cost 

or on a fixed price and/or term which is dependent on BC Hydro accurately estimating the 

number of meter reads required.  

39.3. Please confirm that the meter reading costs associated with the FMA are based on 

standard labour costs. 

39.3.1.1. If not confirmed, please provide the standard labour costs associated with the 

FMA positions. 

39.3.1.2. Please provide documentation for the standard FMA labour costs including the 

breakdown of component costs. 

39.3.1.3. To the extent that the documentation does not provide the breakdown of the 

component costs of the FMA position, please provide BC Hydro’s breakdown.  

39.3.2. Please identify and quantify the supervisory and/or management costs that are 

associated with managing the contract for meter reading and maintaining the vehicle fleet. 

39.4. Please identify and quantify any FMA time that for which BC Hydro pays that is not 

spent ‘meter reading’.  

lab.., 3_13 Mete. Choic,," Manual Mete<
Downloaod'Read Ope.llting Cost.

Numbe< 01 Mete. C""ice Cu.tome~

Radio-Off ,.~ ,.~ ,.~ 10.000

L"Ilacy Mete< ViOO ,.~ ,.~ 10.000

lotal 5.000 10.000 ,,~ 20.000

R:o:bo 011 Meter Reads

Cost Pe< Read ($) 39.23 28.05 22.52 19.71

Vehide 0per:It0J Costs m '.00 1.49 121 1.07

1"",,,, Costs ($) O~ O~ 0.46 0.41

lobi Meter Re:>dir'oJ Cost ($) 41.85 0000 24.19 21.25

NombefofReads Pef Ye,.. 15.000 ~.~ 45,000 OO.~

lotal Manual Read COSI Pe< Ye...- (S) 627.750 ~.~ 1,088.550 1.275.000

Leoacv Met..- Reads

Cost Pe< Read ($) ~OO 25.87 20.45 17.73

Vehide 0per:It0J Costs 1$) '.00 1.49 1.21 1.07

1"",,,, Costs ($) O~ O~ O~ 0.41

lobi Meter Re:>dir'oJ Cost ($) 39.60 27.90 22.12 19.21

NI.mb..- of Reads Pef Ye,.. 15.000 ~.~ 45,000 OO.~

lobi ManwI Reade"'l Pef Ye,..m 594.000 837.000 -.~ 1.152.600

lotal Manual Meter Reading Co.l. (S) 1.221.750 1.739.400 2.083,950 2.427.600
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39.5. Please identify and quantify any manual meter reading costs that are not captured in 

the above analysis such as training. 

39.6. Please extend the above table to include 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 meter 

choice customers. 

39.7. Please confirm or otherwise explain that BC Hydro will contract for meter reading 

services based on the number of customers who choose or who are deemed to have chosen to 

participate in the meter choice program as of December 1, 2013. 

39.8. Please explain how BC Hydro will manage the meter reading contract based on declining 

participation over time, and if BC Hydro would be require a meter read at the time a customer 

is converted to a smart meter radio on from a legacy meter. 

 

  

 

40. Exhibit B-1, page 3-20 

 
40.1. When does BC Hydro expect the number and location of Meter Choices customers to 

reach a ‘steady state’? 

40.1.1. Please provide a discussion of BC Hydro’s expectations with respect to the changing 

numbers of meter choices customers and provide any sensitivity analysis that BC Hydro 

has conducted.  

 

41. Exhibit B-1, page 3-21 

 
41.1. Please explain why a reduction of $20,000 in travel expenses to $100,000 has been 

assumed. 

41.2. Please confirm that the labour portion (time spent traveling ) is incorporated into the 

into the travel related costs,  and provide an explanation with a cost estimate of this portion. 

 

 

 

 
not expected to change materialty Currently, these costs are aboot $t20,ooo per

year, and a decrease to $100,000 per year is assumed. These costs have been

allocated on a weighted tJasis to tJolh non-WAN customers and customers choosing

'0 to participate in the Meter Choices Program. Accordingty, travel costs are estimated

" at atJout $0.64 per read (based on 5,000 Meter Choices customers) to aboot

'2 $0.41 per rea(J (tJased on 20,000 Meter Choices customers).
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42. Exhibit B-1, page 3-23 

 
 

42.1. Please extend the table to incorporate customer participation at 30,000; 40,000; 50,000 

and 60,000. 

42.2. Please explain how the TTO and Account processing recovery costs are calculated and 

how they will be recovered from customers in the meter choice program. 

42.3. Please explain how the Difference in Expired Meter Seal Exchange costs is calculated 

and how they will be recovered from customers in the meter choice program. 

42.4. Please explain how BC Hydro will recover cost from Meter Choice customers in the 

event that the costs are higher than anticipated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T...,IeJ.-14 Revenue Requiremoot - Meter Choic.... Pmgram

NOOIll<!r or Meter Choice CustOOlefS

,.~ 10.000 15.000 ~.~

Re'"""" Requirement (CYrroot Period)

Ope<alio\l Costs ($) 2.388.519 3.141.529 4.1&8.974 5.085.025

GapibI Related Costs ($) 434.503 606.470 773.931 940,677

Taal Rev"""" Requtemerl: (CuTent PeIi<xl) ($) 2.823.022 3,747,999 4.942.905 6.025.702

AM R:><lio-OlI Meter R"""",,:Il (Future Per'odH$) 137.500 275,000 412.500 ~.~

Total Reveooe Reqt.iremem (S) 2.900.522 4.022.999 5,355,405 6,575,702

~,-

Initial Fee- Radio-Oll 0\lIi0n ($) 200.021 495,003 731.584 967.365

MorlI'Iy File Raclo-Ofl c,>tm Il) 857.684 1,193,559 1.438.964 1.683.629

MorlI'Iy File -le\;acy Meter Option ($) 1.744.129 2,169,696 2.952.267 3.t)(I3.421

Total Reveooes (S) 2.86U:W 3.859.058 5,122.815 6,2~.415

Rem.1ir1io;l no & Acrom! f'rocessiroJ Re<:oVery 41.430 M.= 87.930 111.100
(y""'" 210 4) ($)

Olrerenoo n Elqlire<l Meter seal Excl>:tl>lJe Cost 57.258 OO.~ 144.660 210.100
(ye;y 1 less Aver:>IJ") ($)

Adjusted Revenues (S) 2.900.522 4.022.!I98 5,355,405 6,575,701
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43. Exhibit B-1 page 3-24 

 
43.1. Please extend the table to include 30,000; 40,000; 50,000 and 60,000 customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab..,l_15 Radio_Off Meter O\IIion Capilal Related
C0515

Number 01 Meter Choke CU",00If!f5

,~ 10,000 15,000 ~.~-ITI~ lO-YearUle($) 123,858 123,858 123,858 123,858

Han<I'oe«:I tkliIs 3-Ye:tf life ($) 11,411 27,004 32,881 38,691

Telerom Range~ 27-Y"",Ue" 39,681 19,244 118,002 158,000

'"ctecl< Met..... 5.-Ye:tflife1$) OO.~ 120,000 160,000 ~.~

TobI Amortiz:Ition 10 be Recovered ($) =~ 350,186 435,547 520,647

Fnanoo Ch:JrQe5 m 79,906 118,001 155,002 193,394

Retum 00 EQUil)' m 93,641 138,284 182,583 ~.~

Total Capital Related COO15 ($) 434,503 606.411 773,932 940,677

Finance charges are based Of] a rate 014.36 per cent. wtlich reflects BC Hydro's

weighted average cost 01 debt rorecasted fOf F2015 as 01 August2013. The

catcutated Return on Equity is based on a cosl 01 equity 0111.84 per cent. and in

accordance with Heritage Speciat Direction No. HC2 deemed equity or 30 per cent

or ptant in service is assumed
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44. Exhibit B-1, page 3-27 and 3-28 

  
44.1. Please confirm that BC Hydro would not undertake additional time to communicate with 

a customer in a situation in which the customer’s premises were blocked from an attempted 

installation. 

44.1.1. Please confirm that the call centre cost at $10 per call for a 5 minute call is about $2 per 

minute. 

44.1.2. If not confirmed, please provide the appropriate calculation for different call lengths. 

44.2. Please confirm that the call centre costs are based on standard labour costs.  

44.3. If not confirmed, please provide the standard labour costs for each position. 

44.4. Please provide the documentation of the standard labour costs detailing the breakdown 

of the component costs for each position. 

44.5. To the extent that the documentation does not breakdown the component costs, please 

supply BC Hydro’s breakdown of the component costs of each labour position. 

44.6. Please quantify the supervisory labour and management staff that is required to 

manage the additional labour.  

44.7. On what basis did BC Hydro select an average call length of about 5 minutes? 

44.8. Has it been BC Hydro’s experience that communications with customers who have 

refused smart meter installations and not permitted access require approximately 5 minutes to 

resolve?   

44.8.1. If not, please provide BC Hydro’s estimate of the time it takes to resolve a situation in 

which a customer has blocked or otherwise not permitted access to allow meter 

installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

,. Be Hydro proposes a failed instaHatiofl charge which consists 01 the (expected)
----- --_._._---,---- _.- _._._---~------ --- --,-- --_ .. __ .. -

The $55 esUmated cost to attefld the customer's premises is discussed in

sectioo 3.4.1.1 and is the same as that induded in the radio-{)I! optiofl tnrtial Charge.

Call centre costs (at $10 per caU) are tJased on an average calileflgth 01 about 5

minutes.
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45. Exhibit B-1,  Appendix I  

 

Blended Standard Labour Rate to Upper Band of 47.3 FMAs 
 

$  133,312 $  133,312 $  133,312 $  133,312 

FMA Standard Labour Rate 
 

103,890 103,890 103,890 103,890 

Support Staff Standard Labour Rate 
 

143,356 143,356 143,356 143,356 

 

45.1. Please provide an explanation of the  positions represented by the Blended Standard 

Labour Rate to Upper Band of 47.3 FMAs. 

45.1.1. Please explain how these costs were derived. 

45.2. Please provide an explanation as to the FMA standard Labour Rate and how it was 

derived. 

45.3. Please provide an explanation as to the Support Staff standard Labour rate. 

 

46. Contingencies 

 

46.1. Please confirm that when BC Hydro is making significant cost estimates, for instance for 

its SMI initiative, BC Hydro regularly adds a contingency estimate to its costing to allow for 

uncertainty and unknowns. 

46.2. Please indicate whether or not contingency estimates have been incorporated into the 

costing for the BC Hydro smart meter customer choice program. 

46.2.1. If so, please provide the total contingency estimate. 

46.2.2. If not, please provide a reasonable contingency estimate for all costs. 

 

47. Productive Time Estimates 

 

47.1. Please provide a list of all calculations dependent upon a determination of productive 

time available from employees, whether for cost estimating or for quantity estimating. 

47.2. Please provide a list of, and descriptions for, types of non-productive time (ie. non-

direct task time) such as, dealing with supervisor, training time, filling out time sheets, 

completing other forms of administrative reporting, weather or traffic disruption, etc. 

47.3. Please indicate for each instance where productive time estimates are used whether or 

not an allowance for non-productive time should be incorporated into the calculations. 

47.3.1. If so, please provide the details of the non-productive time estimates used by BC Hydro 

and if non-productive time has not been incorporated in BC Hydro’s estimates please 

provide an estimate for the amount of non-productive time that should be included.  
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